International Debt Collections
Prevent and protect against unpaid invoices

There are always some buyers that will take a little longer
to pay, but there are others that will repeatedly push your
payment terms and goodwill to breaking point and no
matter how hard they’re pursued it seems as if you’ll never
get paid.
If this sounds familiar, then Atradius Collections has the
answer.
No matter where you’re based or wherever you trade,
Atradius Collections can help you secure payments and
improve cash flow by collecting outstanding debts using
our experience, expertise and a clearly focused results
driven approach.
Our reputation and position as one of the world’s largest
credit insurers and debt collection specialists gives us extra
leverage. Debtors know us. They know that failing to pay
will damage their creditworthiness and purchasing power.

Transform debt collection from a frustration into an effective
solution within your company.
Let us collect for you - better, smarter and faster.
Be assured of payment.

Transform debt
collection from a
frustration into an
effective solution
within your
company.

Who we are
Through a presence in 25 countries, Atradius Collections provides trade invoice collection services in 96% of the countries
across the world. Its wide breadth of services, ranging from first party to legal collections, helps companies around the globe
recover unpaid invoices. Atradius Collections forms part of Grupo Catalana Occidente (GCO.MC), one of the leading insurers in
Spain and worldwide in credit insurance.

What we offer

Local expertise and global reach

Trust and confidence

Special and detailed local expertise, covering a diverse
range of individual business cultures, laws and regulations, can achieve exceptional results when they’re linked
together in our integrated network to deliver a flexible
international solution.

By choosing Atradius Collections as your international or
domestic collections solution, you can have trust and
confidence that your business will be supported by an
unrivalled network of specialists, which operate ‘in concert’
with a single aim – to deliver results for your business.

Greater control

Continuity of business relations

By allowing us to take control and responsibility of your
outstanding debts, you gain greater control over your
receivables and remove worries, which enable your team to
focus on other key financial and business needs.

Our professional collection team understands the valuable
relationship between you and your client therefore ensuring
continuity of your business relations.

Extension of your business

Smarter insights for valuable business
relationships

Our business is driven by your business needs. Every
aspect of our extensive resources exists purely to support
our customers, while ensuring we deliver results
consistently and to the highest standards.
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We specialise in business-to-business debt collections services

